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Bloch's transformation  Ω→Ω0:U  from the zeroth order eigenspace for a perturbation problem to 
that of the exact eigenfunctions is simply the inverse of the projection 0P on 0Ω . Using a new commu-
tation relation, the canonical Van Vleck transformation is studied as the reflection in the bisecting plane  
mΩ  and as  a rotation around Ω∩Ω0 . Klein's unique characteristic is derived from simple geometry, 
seen as a direct consequence of Jørgensen's and extended.   
 
Abstract 
   A Van Vleck transformation geU = ; †gg −= ,  to an effective Hamiltonian changes an orthonormal 
basis in the zeroth order eigenspace 0Ω  to one in the subspace Ω  of the corresponding exact eigenvec-
tors.   The canonical cgc eU = is the only where g  is odd.  Jørgensen's, theorem of uniqueness reveals 
that  cU  equals 2
1
2
1
)()( 0000'
−−
+≡ QQQQPPPPUc  where   PP /0 project on  ΩΩ /0  and QQ /0  on 
⊥⊥ ΩΩ /0 . By Klein's theorem of uniqueness, 2
1
)( 00
−
= PPPPuc is the mapping  Ω→Ω0:u  which 
changes an orthonormal basis in 0Ω minimally.  
   In the present paper,  Klein's theorem is developed , proven  by simple geometry and also as a direct 
consequence of Jørgensen's.    It is shown that 'cU  equals 
11 −− = SSSS  where  00 QQPPS +≡   satis-
fies 2†† SSSSS ≡= .  These commutations simplify earlier proofs , lead to cg in terms of 0P and P  
and to a series of geometrical interpretations,  all easily illustrated in the elementary case where 0Ω and  
Ω are 2-dimensional planes in the 3-dimensional space.  Thus Ω→Ω0:cU  is the reflection in the 
plane mΩ  between 0Ω and  Ω  as well as a rotation around their line of intersection.   
 
1:  Introduction     
 
   Let us briefly recapitulate the basic ideas behind the construction and use of an effective Hamilto-
nian.    Consider a perturbation problem 
VHH λ+= 0               (1.1) 
where 0H is the zeroth order Hamiltonian and ]1,0[∈λ is an interpolation parameter  by which the 
perturbation V can be turned on continuously. We wish to determine those eigenvalues of H which 
arise from a certain zeroth order eigenvalue  ( sometimes from several lying close together).   Let 0P  be 
the projector on the zeroth order eigenspace 0Ω , let P  be the projector on the subspace Ω of the cor-
responding exact eigenvectors and let  00 1 PQ −=  and PQ −=1 be the projectors on the orthogonal 
complements ⊥Ω0 and 
⊥Ω .  In the theory of transformation to an effective Hamiltonian as considered 
in the present paper,  four different sets of  transformation operators are fundamental:  The set 
)( 0 Ω→ΩINVB  consists all invertible operators U which satisfy the condition 
 PUUP =−10      ( PUUP =⇔ 0 ) ,       (1.2) 
and )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB  is the subset of the unitary operators.  The set  )( 0 Ω→ΩinvB  consists of all 
operators of the form  0PuPu = for which the mapping Ω→Ω0:u  has an inverse 0: Ω→Ωt   of the 
form  tPPt 0=  so that  
  0Ptu =   and    Put = .        (1.3) 
And )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB  is the subset of those u  which satisfy †ut =  so that the inner product is con-
served in the mapping Ω→Ω0:u and its inverse 0
† : Ω→Ωu .  Defining sets like )( 0Ω→ΩINVB  
and )( 0
⊥⊥ Ω→ΩUNIB  in the obvious way,  we note that )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ INVU B  iff  it can be written as   
 vuU +=  where  )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ invu B   and )( 0 ⊥⊥ Ω→Ω∈ invv B  ,   (1.4) 
(in this paper, iff  with double-f  in stands for if and only if). Note also that the set  )( 0 Ω→ΩINVB  is 
the same as )( 0
⊥⊥ Ω→ΩINVB .   
    If we know an operator )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ invu B with corresponding inverse t , the wanted perturbed ei-
genvalues of the Hamiltonian H can be found as the eigenvalues of   
    ...2
2
10 +++== AAAtHuA λλ        (1.5) 
which is therefore called an effective Hamiltonian.  In general this is only hermitean, if ∈u uniB . When 
an eigenvalue  E of A  with eigenvector 00 Ω∈a  has been determined, the real eigenvector corre-
sponding to that E can be determined as  
    0aua = ;    ...2
2
10 +++= uuuu λλ     (1.6) 
Any transformation )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ INVU B defines a )( 00 Ω→Ω∈= invUPu B with corresponding 
1
0
−= UPt  and effective Hamiltonian 0
1
0 HUPUPA
−= .  
     The pioneering approach is due to Van Vleck [1,2]. The later Foldy- Wouthuysen transformation [3] 
, used it to determine the leading relativistic corrections to Schrödingers non-relativistic Hamiltonian 
for an electron, can be seen as a special case. This was pointed out by Jørgensen and Pedersen [4] who 
also simplified general theory [4,5]  by use of Foldy and Wouthuysen's  notion of even and odd opera-
tors: The  arbitrary operator B has a unique decomposition into the sum of  an even and an odd part , 
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and B  is called even if 0=oddB and odd if 0=evenB . One sees that B  is even iff it commutes with 0P   
and odd if it anticommutes. In the present paper we add a new quite useful observation in terms of the 
unitary operator  
 000 QPR −=           (1.8) 
for the reflection in the subspace 0Ω : B is even/odd iff its parity under 0R is positive / negative. See 
more in appendix A (and see the proof og eqn. (4.1) for a use).  
Van Vleck's approach to a unitary )( 0 Ω→Ω∈= UNI
geU B can be considered as  a systematic method 
whereby to construct the terms in the  anti-hermitean =g  +1gλ  ...2
2 +gλ  consecutively so that the 
terms in the expansion   
 gg HeeH −=  ...2
2
10 +++= HHH λλ       (1.9) 
become even. The terms 1g , 2g , ..   are not uniquely determined by Van Vlecks procedure, but become 
so if they are demanded to be odd .  For reasons we shall return to, the resulting 
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c gggeU c ;  oddcccc gggg )(..2
2
1 =++= λλ ,  (1.10) 
has become known as the canonical Van Vleck transformation - hence index "c".  Shavitt and Red-
mond [6]  have given a closed formula for the canonical cng for arbitrary n by combining the notion of 
even/odd with the use of  the super-operator formalism.    
    A pioneering approach due to Bloch [7]  differs from Van Vleck's purely algebraic term-by-term 
procedure  by being based on a transformation ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩinvB which is defined by an elementary 
geometric meaning:   It is the inverse of the projection map 00 : Ω→ΩP . More precisely: It is defined 
by having PPt 0=  as its inverse.  This definition leads to a simple recursion relation for the terms in 
the expansion ...210 λλ ++= UU P    - and this U  obviously has another attractive characteristic:  If 
a is an eigenvector of the real Hamiltonian, the corresponding eigenvector of Bloch's effective Hamil-
tonian is the unique vector in 0Ω which is nearest to a , namely  aPa 00 = .   
   Unfortunately Bloch's effective Hamiltonian is not hermitean – only a ∈u )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB  ensures 
that property. A number of subsequent authors have found various seemingly different approaches 
whereby to  correct for this.  Des Cloizeux [8] was probably the first to do so and it was for his 
∈cu )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB that Klein [9] introduced the term "canonical".  He did so after having found that 
it is uniquely characterized by the following intuitively very satisfactory  property:  The orthonormal 
eigenvectors of the effective Hamiltonian =cA  cc Huu
† deviate (in a precise least square sense) as little 
as possible from those of the real Hamiltonian. Subsequently Klein used this characteristic to show that 
the canonical cu is the same as 0PUc with Van Vleck's  cU from (1.10) . His proof, however, is not 
quite simple and later Jørgensen [10] found that it fails on some treacherous details. By then Jørgensen 
[11] had found another theorem of uniqueness (derived more simply in sec. 5 of the present paper):  
There exists one, and only one ∈u )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB for which uP0 is positive (i.e. hermitean with no 
negative eigenvalues).  This theorem reveals almost immediately that  cu is identical to 0PUc . See Jør-
gensen [11] for other examples on su'  which in the same way turn out to be identical to cu . Brandow 
[12] gives still further examples as well as an elaborate correct version of Klein's defective use of his 
minimum-principle.   
    With certain simple definitions and lemmas collected in appendix A, the present paper proceeds as 
follows.  Sec. 2 presents a new formulation of the basic theory in which the simple  operator 
00 QQPPS +=  from )( 0 Ω→ΩINVB  is the central building stone. It is shown to have a property 
which makes certain algebraic manipulations much easier :  It is normal (commutes with its own ad-
joint ). Hence an operator θ  for an angle can be defined by   
 S=θcos  ; 
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and the demand that all its eigenvalues are in the interval [,0[ 2´
π . We then show that the canonical 
cU can be written as 
  θθ sincos 4ceU c
g
c +== ; θθ 44 ccgc == ,      (1.12) 
where 4c is an operator for "a rotation of angle 2
π around the null space" for θ  - that is the space  of 
intersections ≡⊥ω ∪Ω∩Ω )( 0  )( 0
⊥⊥ Ω∩Ω  (= the eigenspace of   22cos S=θ corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 1). So cU rotates vectors in the "plane" =ω   
⊥⊥ )(ω while vectors in the "normal" ⊥ω  are 
left unchanged.   
    In sec. 3 we show how this somewhat intuitive description becomes concrete in the simple case 
where  0Ω and Ω are two-dimensional planes in the 3-dimensional space of elementary geometry. Fig. 
3.1 is central by showing  how cU can be considered as a rotation of an acute angle 1θ  around a z-axis 
chosen along the line of intersection Ω∩Ω0 . As  well known from elementary geometry, this rotation 
is the same as the product 0RRm where mR is the reflection in the mirror plane mΩ which bisects the 
angle 1θ .  The intention of the quite detailed sec. 3 is to give a preliminary clear understanding of the 
geometrical ideas which are generalized in sec. 4 . It turns out that most of the formulas for the elemen-
tary 3-dimensional case can be used as they stand also in general case. Of course a little extra care is 
needed to explain the meanings of the operators and subspaces.  Thus ω  in the 3-dimensional case is 
the 2-dimensional eigenspace of θ corresponding to the eigenvalue 1θ . In the general case, θ has sev-
eral such 2-dimensional eigenspaces.  The central Fig.4.1, which illustrates the action of cU within one 
of these ,  is easily understood if one understands the action of cU within the plane ω  in fig. 3.1.   
    In sec. 3 Klein's theorem is found by a very simple observation. In sec. 5 this is generalized to give 
the theorem in various refined forms. Its characteristic minimum-property seems to be rather unrelated 
to Jørgensen's  uP0  being positive.  But in sec. 6 we start by using the latter for a new very simple di-
rect derivation of Klein's result.  On the background of this we then look into Klein's original proof and 
we substantially simplify Brandow's elaborate variational  proof of  sUc ' minimal-effect. We also sim-
plify and extend an  earlier proof due to Jørgensen [13] in which the transformation operators u are 
considered as vectors with a length (norm). Klein's theorem then asserts that no other ∈u  
)( 0 Ω→ΩuniB comes as close to 0P  as cuu = . An extension asserts that that no other u  comes as 
close to Bloch's U  as the canonical cuu = . The main intention of the section is to give a background 
on which to appreciate what has been achieved in the previous sections. In the final sec. 7 we sum up 
and conclude.  
2:  Basics of the canonical operators 
   Perturbation theory is designed for cases where the spaces 0Ω and Ω are "fairly close" to each other. 
Following Bloch [7] we express this by assuming that 0Ω and Ω are non-orthogonal, hereby meaning 
that no vector in one of the spaces is orthogonal to all vectors in the other (see also app. B).  Or, 
equivalently: If 0x is a non-zero vector in 0Ω then 0xPx = is a non-zero in vector Ω . And if x is 
a non-zero vector in Ω then xPx 00 = is a non-zero vector 0Ω .  In such a case 0000 xPPPx  
2
0xP= is positive for all 00 Ω∈x  , implying that 00PPP  has a likewise positive inverse 
1
00 )(
−PPP  
on  0Ω  (satisfying )()( 00
1
00 PPPPPP
−  10000 ))((
−= PPPPPP  000 )( PPP= 0P= ).  Hence we can define a 
positive operator rPPP )( 00  on 0Ω for any real number r  - and  define 
rPPP )( 0  similarly on Ω .   
   The non-orthogonal property of 0Ω and Ω  can be expressed equivalently by saying that the two sub-
spaces ⊥Ω∩Ω0 and Ω∩Ω
⊥
0 are empty (except for the null-vector). This property is obviously sym-
metric under the interchange ↔ΩΩ ),( 0  ),( 0
⊥⊥ ΩΩ . Hence 0Ω and Ω  are non-orthogonal iff  the or-
thogonal complements ⊥Ω0 and 
⊥Ω are so.  It follows that 0Ω and Ω  are non-orthogonal iff the opera-
tor 
  00 QQPPS +=           (2.1) 
is invertible. From now on that is assumed to be the case unless something else is asserted explicitly. It 
then follows directly from the obvious relation SPSP =0  that )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ INVS B  . This operator S is 
fundamental for the theory of the present paper. In appendix D we show that it is normal (commutes 
with its adjoint †S ) and thus has the properties described in appendix C. In accordance with  (D6) and 
(D7) we introduce the "angle-operator"θ  defined by  
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or equivalently by  
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000022 1sin θ       or by     (2.3) 
 oddS=θθ sincos          (2.4) 
together with  the demand that arbitrary eigenvalue µθ should be an angle in the interval 20
π
µθ <≤ ,  
now with 2
π excluded because the invertible θcos=S  cannot have zero as an eigenvalue.  Hence the 
relation (D5)  can here be written as  
 
S
Sodd=θsin .          (2.5) 
By the definition in (2.2) we have 
   2222 )()()()(cos 000000
rrrr
QQQPPPQQQPPPr +=+=θ    (2.6) 
for all positive real numbers r . With the precaution from the beginning of this section,  the result is 
also valid for  negative real r .  
The polar part (see (C7))  of S  , i.e. the unitary operator   
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belongs to )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB ( because cc PUPU =0 ). Hence    
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belongs to )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB . Note that one obtains †S , †cU and †cu from S ,  cU and cu by interchanging 
the spaces 0Ω and Ω  ( that is, by interchanging ),( 00 QP  and ),( QP ) . We write this result as 
     Ω↔Ω0  ),,(),,(
†††
ccccc uUSuUS ↔⇒       (2.9) 
Jørgensen's theorem of uniqueness [11]( derived more simply in the start of sec. 5 of the present paper) 
asserts that:   If )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ UNIU B and   )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ uniu B  then  
 evenU  is positive SUeven =⇔  cUU =⇔      (2.10a) 
 uP0 is positive  00 PSuP =⇔ cuu =⇔ .     (2.10b) 
 Aiming at the intuitive idea that cU can be considered as a rotation around the "normal" 
⊥ω to a cer-
tain "plane" ω , we define the   space of intersections    
  )()( 00
⊥⊥⊥ Ω∩Ω⊕Ω∩Ω=ω ,       (2.11) 
with the orthogonal complement ⊥⊥= )(ωω . Let ωP and ωω PQ −=1  be the projectors on ω  and 
⊥ω  
respectively.  From (2.2) one sees that ⊥ω is the eigenspace of θcos=S  corresponding to the eigen-
value 1. By (2.3) that is the same as is the null-space for θsin - and hence for θ  and for  =oddS  
θθ sincos  . We therefore have  
 θθ ωP= ,     θθ ω sinsin P=   and  θθ ωω coscos PQ +=       (2.12) 
( θωω cos)0cos( PQ += ) . 
    Since oddS equals AS , it is  antihermitean - and thereby normal.  And since ω  is orthogonal to its 
null-space then oddS and  oddS  , considered as operators on  ω , have inverses on that space and we 
can give  oddS by its polar decomposition – that is we can write it as   
   oddoddodd SccSS 44 ==    where ωω PPc
odd
odd
S
S=4      (2.13) 
is antihermitean and unitary on ω  (i.e. ωPcccc == 4
†
4
†
44 ).   Actually it satisfies the demands from (A2) 
for a quarter turn within ω :  
  ωPccc −=−=
†
44
2
4 , 4
3
4 cPc ω−= , ωPc =
4
4 , 4
5
4 cc = , .... .       (2.14) 
Note that with the (important) exception that 0P does not commute with P then all the operators 0P , 
P , ωP , 4c ,θ , θsin  θcos=S , θcos=evenS  and  θθ cossin=oddS commute among each other.   
   We now prove that the cU  from (2.7) can be written as 
 )(sincos 4 θθθ DcUc =+=          (2.15) 
where  )(θD is obtained by letting the operator θ , which commutes with 4c , take the place of the angle 
ϕ  in the rotation operator )(ϕD from (A5). That is,   
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c
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eD .      (2.16) 
where ωP , 4c and  θ commute among each other.  
     Proof:  The first expression in (2.15) is obtained by use of (2.5) in the rearrangement  
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S
S
S
S
c
odd
odd
oddoddeven PU ωθ +=+= cos .      (2.17) 
with 4c from (2.13).  To verify the next, just note that since θ  commutes with 4c , it can  take the place 
of ϕ in the derivation of the formula (A8). This gives the expressions in (2.16). Use finally eqn. (2.12) 
for θcos  Q.E.D. 
  It follows from (2.15) that 
 θcos,, == Hcevenc UU      and    θsin4,, cUU Acoddc ==     (2.18) 
 
3:  Geometry I: The case of three dimensions.   
Wishing to discuss geometric aspects of the canonical Van Vleck transformation, we start by consider-
ing the elementary example where 0Ω and Ω are 2-dimensional subspaces in a 3-dimensional Hilbert 
space.  See fig. 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1a: Illustrates the case  where 0Ω and Ω are 2-
dimensional subspaces in 3-dimensional Hilbert space with 
an acute angle   01>θ  between them. The reason for the 
index "1" (and for the number "1"in the next figure's basis 
vectors  1.. ) becomes clear as the theory proceeds. Index 
"m" on mΩ  , the plane which bisects the angle 1θ , stands 
for "mirror" , indicating that the reflection mR   in this plane 
maps 0Ω on Ω and vice versa.  
The subspace orthogonal to the line of intersection Ω∩Ω0  
is called ω .  
Figure 3.1b:  Three frames of  orthonormal axes are now 
shown together with the planes from fig. 3.1a:  0K with 
axes 10α ; ,,, zyx=α mK with axes 1mα and K with 
axes 1α .  
Each of the three sets )1,1( 00 yx , )1,1( yx and  
)1,1( mm yx form an orthonormal basis in the plane ω . 
The line of intersection Ω∩Ω=⊥ 0ω  is spanned by 
110 zz = 1mz= .  
    
Intuitively fig. 3.1a immediately suggests that if some mapping which transforms  0Ω  to Ω deserves to 
be called canonical, it should be the rotation )(ϕD   of angle  1θϕ = around the line of intersection. 
Also the reflection mR  springs to mind. So, by a well known result for two consecutive reflections, the 
immediate expectation is that  
  01)( RRDU mc == θ    and 00 PRPUu mcc ==         (3.1) 
where 000 QPR −= is the reflection in 0Ω . To  consider these expectations further, we introduce some 
terminology.     
It is obvious  how the  three sets of orthonormal vectors in fig. 3.1b are such constructed that the pro-
jectors  on the four subspaces ω  , 0Ω , mΩ , Ω   and their orthogonal complements can be written as 
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 1111 00000 xxzzP +=   ,   11 000 yyQ = , 
 1111 mmmmm xxzzP +=   ,   11 mmm yyQ = , 
 1111 xxzzP +=      ,     11 yyQ = ,       (3.2)  
where 1110 zzz m == .  The reflections  ωR , 0R , R and mR  in ω , 0Ω , Ω and mΩ  are given by 
ωωω QPR −=  , etc.  One sees directly from the figure that mR  interchanges ),( 00 QP  and  ),( QP :   
  ),(),( 00 QPRQPR mm =   and   ),(),( 00 QPRQPR mm = .     (3.3) 
Observations  like 1cos11)( 010010 xxPxDP θθ ==  show that =evenD   010 )( PDP θ  010 )( QDQ θ+  
has the three orthonormal eigenvectors  1,1 00 yx  and 10z with corresponding eigenvalues 1cosθ , 
1cosθ  and 1 . Since  these are all positive,  evenD is hermitean as well as positive and  it follows from 
the theorem of uniqueness in (2.10a) that )( 1θD in (3.1) is the canonical cU - as expected.  
   Since ωP and ωQ are even (invariant under 0R ), so is the angle operator defined by  
 ωθθ P1=     ( ωωθ QP ⋅+= 01  ) ,       (3.4)  
as well as the operators 
 ωωθθ QP += 1coscos    ( ωωθ QP )0cos(cos 1 +=  ), 
 ωθθ P1sinsin =  .         (3.5) 
We can now verify the result postulated in (1.11): 
 QQQPPPQQQPPP 000000
2cos +=+=θ       (3.6) 
Proof:  Use that two hermitean operators are identical iff they have the same eigenvectors and eigen-
values.  The identities aimed at then follows from results like =1000 xPPP  =1cos 01 xPθ  
1cos 01
2 xθ ,  11 0000 zzPPP =  and  10 yQQQ 1cos 01 yQθ= 1cos 1
2 yθ= , seen directly from the 
geometry in fig. 3.1. Q.E.D.  The identities 
 QQPPPQPQQQPP 000000
2sin +=+=θ       (3.7) 
can be verified analogously – or by use θθ 22 cos1sin −= and results like 00PPP  00 )1( PQP −=  
000 QPPP −= .  
   The rotation )(ϕD  can be given by the formula in (A5) , 
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c
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where 4c  is the operator which replaces the arbitrary vector  a  with the vector product az ×1 . 
Proof:  Since 4c has the properties of a  quarter turn within ω   described in (A2) , the formula (A5) 
applies. To verify the action of )(ϕD  explicitly, just note that the upper expression in (3.8) leaves  
10z  unchanged , transforms 1( 0x to 1sin1cos 00 yx ϕϕ +  and  10y  to 1cos1sin 00 yx ϕϕ +− . 
Q.E.D.   Since the vector product is only defined in three dimensions, it is not useful for generalization.  
We therefore observe that 4c  also can given be given by the expression  
 1111 00004 yxxyc −=    
11
00
sincos θθ
PPPP −=       (3.9) 
which is obviously antihermitean,  odd and of the form ωω PcPc 44 = . Proof:  The first expression is 
obvious. To check the second,  write PPPP 00 − as 1111 00 xxxx  adjoint− where 10 cos11 θ=xx  
and 1sin1cos1 0101 yxx θθ += . Q.E.D.   
Since θ  commutes with 4c  it can take the place of the number ϕ in the derivation of the result (3.8). 
Doing so,  and using (3.5),  we see that )( 1θDUc = can be written as 
 θθθ θ sincos)( 44 ceDU
c
c +===          (3.10) 
Furthermore: Tacitly agreeing always to read 4c as ωω PcP 4  , the angle 1θ in the denominator in (3.9) 
can be replaced with the operator  θ . We then get 
 θθ sincos4
00 PPPPc −=   θθ sincos
00 QQQQ −= .        (3.11)  
The second expression follows from the first when inserting  QP −=1  and 00 1 QP −= .  
 
Klein's least square characterization  
For given ∈u )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB , let   0η ; 2,1=η , be an orthonormal basis in the plane 0Ω . Then the 
positive number ε defined by 
 20
2 ηηε η −Σ=  ;   0ηη u= ,       (3.12)  
is a measure of how much u  changes these basis vectors when transforming them to a basis in Ω . 
Writing 200)( ηPu − as  000
†
0 ))(( ηη PuPu −−  we get  
 }{Tr2})(2{Tr 0000
†
00
2 PuPPPuuPP H−=+−=ε .     (3.13) 
where the trace is independent of the basis in which it is evaluated. Hence ε is a function )(uε of 
u only.  Choosing  }1,1{ 00 xz  as the basis we get  
 200
2
00
2 1111)( xxuzzuu −+−=ε       (3.14) 
One sees directly from the figure that no unit vector in Ω is as close to / distant from 10z as 
1z / 1z−  . And no unit vector in Ω is as close to / distant from 10x as 1x / 1x− .  In terms of the 
lengths   
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2
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1
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θ
xxd          (3.15) 
(which satisfy 421
2
1 =+ +− dd ) and with )( cuε abbreviated to just cε we therefore have    
 21
22
1
2 4)( +− +≤≤= dudc εε  
28 cε−=          (3.16) 
where minimum/maximum  is attained iff cuu = / cuu −= .  This result is a more elaborate version of 
Klein's least squares characterization of the canonical cu .  See more in sec. 5. It can be elaborated still 
further:     
It is obvious how the definition in (3.12) should be modified to give a measure )(UE of how much a 
given ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB  changes the vectors in a orthonormal basis 0η ; 3,2,1=η , of the full 3-
dimensional space. The rearrangement    
   }1{Tr2)( 200
2
HUUUE −=−Σ= ηηη       (3.17) 
shows that )(UE is independent of how the basis vectors 0η are chosen. Using 10α ; zyx ,,=α , we 
get  
  200
2
00
2
00
2 111111)( yyUxxUzzUUE −+−+−=   (3.18) 
where 10αU belongs to Ωwhen  xz,=α  and belongs to 
⊥Ω when  y=α . With 21
2
−≡ dcε as in 
(3.16) one finds  
  21
22 24)(2 ++≤≤ dUEcε  
2212 cε−=       (3.19) 
where the minimum/maximum  is attained if, and only if, cUU = / cUU −= .   
Proof:  The two first terms in  (3.18) can be evaluated exactly as in the same terms in (3.14). And as to 
the extra last term, the result (3.15) remains valid as it stands when 11 0xx  is replaced with 
11 0yy   . Q.E.D.   
A warning about the uniqueness of cgg = in  c
gg ee =  
As mentioned in connection with of eqn. (1.10), the terms in Van Vleck's expansion += 1gg λ  
...2
2 +gλ are uniquely determined if they are demanded to be odd.  A warning goes with this assertion:   
The equation gc eU = have solutions g  which are not odd and it has odd solutions which differ from 
θ4cgc = .  
 
   This warning is substantiated at the end of app. C with the present 3-dimensinal case as an example. 
It becomes clear, that the ambiguities disappear with the extra demand that 0→g   when 0Ω→Ω  -  
as it is the case when 0→λ in the perturbation problem (1.1).  
 
4: Geometry II:  The general case  
In the 3-dimensional case illustrated in  fig. 3.1,  the mirror space mΩ is obtained by subjecting 0Ω to 
the rotation of angle 2
1θ  around the line of intersection.  For the generalization of  the results (3.1) we 
now show that   
 0RRU mc =  where   22 0
cgcg
eReRm
−
≡        (4.1) 
is the reflection in the "mirror plane"  mΩ , obtained from 0Ω by the unitary 2
cg
e ( )( 2
θD= ).   
Proof:  Just insert mR in 0RRm  and observe that 00 2 ReR
cg−
 020
RR cg
e
−
= equals 2
cg
e . Q.E.D. 
   Writing that canonical cU as )(θD in (2.16) one sees that cU has no effect on vectors in the space 
⊥ω of intersections (on which ωQ is the unity operator) .  To describe the action of cU  it is therefore 
sufficient to study what it does to vectors in ω  . To do so, we first write this space as  
 00 yx ωωω ⊕= where ωω ∩Ω= 00x and  ωω ∩Ω=
⊥
00y .   (4.2) 
From an orthonormal basis in 0Ω of eigenvectors for 00PPP , we take those away which belongs to the 
intersection  Ω∩Ω0 ; i.e. those corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. The remaining  then form an or-
thonormal basis ;0µx ,...2,1=µ in 0xω such that  
 µθµµθ µ 00000 cos)(cos 2
1
xxPPPx ==       (4.3) 
where 20
π
µθ << for all µ .  If 0Ω is of finite dimension g , the number of  .' sµ equals 00 ggn −=  
where 0g is the dimension of Ω∩Ω0 .  Next we introduce the vectors µµ 040 xcy ≡  and show that 
they form an orthonormal basis in 0yω such that  
 µθµµθ µ 00000 cos)(cos 2
1
yyQQQy == .     (4.4) 
Proof:  The identities in (4.4) are obtained by acting on those in (4.3) with 4c  which commutes with 
θcos  and is odd. The vectors µ0y are orthonormal because 4c is unitary on ω . To see that they span 
the whole of  0yω , i.e. that the arbitrary 0yb ω∈ can be written as µµµ 0ybΣ ,  write first bca
†
4≡  
as µµµ 0xaΣ . We then get acb 4=  µµµ 0yaΣ= . Q.E.D.   
   It follows that ω  can be written as the sum  
 µµ ωω ⊕Σ=           (4.5)  
where µω  is spanned by the two orthonormal eigenvectors  µ0x and µµ 040 xcy =  of  θ , both 
corresponding to the same eigenvalue µθ ,  
 µθµθ µ 00 xx =   and   µθµθ µ 00 yy = .      (4.6) 
We shall think  of µω as a plane where µ0x and µ0y are the basis vectors in a usual two-dimensonal 
coordinate system as illustrated in fig. 4.1. One sees that µω reduces ( see note at the start of app. A) 
4c and θ - and hence also reduces operators such as )(ϕD  and )(θD from (2.15) and (2.16).  The action 
of )(ϕD on a vector in µω , considered as a plane, is to subject it to a rotation of angle ϕ , the positive 
direction being from µ0x towards µ0y . Proof: µαϕ 0)(D equals µϕ 0cos x µϕ 0sin y+ when 
x=α and equals µϕ 0sin x−  µϕ 0cos y+  when y=α . Q.E.D.  For )(θDUc = one finds 
 aDaDUc )()( µθθ ==  for any  µω∈a       (4.7) 
Since all vectors in µω  are eigenvectors of  θ corresponding to the eigenvalue µθ  so are the orthonor-
mal vectors 
 Ω∈+== µθµθµµ µµ 000 sincos yxxUx c  and  
 ⊥Ω∈+−== µθµθµµ µµ 000 cossin yxyUy c ,    (4.8) 
also illustrated in fig. (4.1). In analogy with (4.3) and (4.4),  these vectors satisfy  
 µθµµθ µ xxPPPx cos)(cos 2
1
0 ==       (4.9) 
 µθµµθ µ yyQQQy cos)(cos 2
1
0 ==  .     (4.10) 
To prevent overloading fig. 4.1 we omitted the vectors   µαµα θ 02 )(Dm = ; ,, yx=α  which general-
ize the vectors 1mα in fig. 3.1.   
We leave it for the reader to generalize the subsection  Note on the "natural" exponential form of cU at 
the end of section 3 about the 3-dimensional case. It is straightforward.  
 
 
  
Figure 4.1:  In the 3-dimensional case illustrated in fig. 3.1, the canonical Van Vleck transformation cU is a rotation of a 
certain angle acute 1θ around the line of intersection 
⊥ω  for the two planes,  normal to the plane ω .  In the general case, 
the 1-dimensional line of intersection in fig. 3.1 is replaced with the space of intersections   
    )()( 00
⊥⊥⊥ Ω∩Ω⊕Ω∩Ω=ω   
and the plane  ω  in fig. 3.1 is replaced with the subspace which has this ⊥ω as its orthogonal complement.  In fig. 3.1, ω  
is a single 2-dimensional subspace with the orthonormal axes  10α ; yx,=α , as well as with the axes 1mα  and  1α  
obtained by rotations of  acute angles 1½θ  and 1θ , respectively. In the general case ω   is a sum  
 µµ ωω ⊕Σ=  ;  ,...2,1=µ ,  
of such 2-dimensional subspaces where µω  is spanned by the two orthonormal axes µα0 ; yx,=α , as well as by the axes 
µαm  and  αµ  obtained from these by rotations of  acute angles µθ½  and µθ , respectively.   
In the figure, the vectors 10α  and 1α are shown as arrows while the subspaces 0αω  and αω  to which they belong are 
represented by a lines .  The unit vectors µmx and µmy are given by 
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To prevent overloading the figure, these unit vectors are not shown explicitly .  The lengths ±µd turn out to have a clear 
meaning when Klein's least square characterization is formulated as in sec. 5.    
 5:  The two theorems of uniqueness. Extension of Klein's.  
  The arbitrary ∈u  )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB  can be written as ruc where 00rPPr = is a unitary mapping of 
0Ω on itself: 0
†† Prrrr == .  Introducing  cc uPp 0= 2
1
)( 00PPP= ,  we have 
 uPp 0≡  rpc= is positive ⇔ 0Pr =  .      (5.1) 
Proof: ""⇐ "If" is trivial and ""⇒  follows by observing that if rpp c= is positive, it equals the posi-
tive square root of †2 ))(( rprpp cc=
2†)( ccc pprrp == .  Q.E.D. In view of this result, Jørgensen's  
theorem of uniqueness  from (2.10b),  written as 
 uPp 0= is positive cpp =⇔ cuu =⇔       (5.2) 
is obvious. It is very simple to modify the proofs of the results in (5.1) and (5.2) so as to obtain the 
theorem in (2.10a) for the arbitrary ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB :  Writing this as RUU c= where R is a uni-
tary operator which maps 0Ω  (and therefore also  
⊥Ω0 ) on itself ,   one finds that evenU is positive iff 
1=R - that is  iff  cUU = .   
Consider next Klein's theorem of uniqueness  from of  (3.16), generalized as follows. 
     For given  ∈u  )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB , let   0η ; g,...,1=η , be an orthonormal basis in 0Ω  and let 
0ηη u= . Proceeding as in (3.12)-(3.13) one sees that 0≥ε defined by  
 }2{Tr)( †0
2
0
2 ppPu −−=−Σ= ηηε η ; rpuPp c== 0 ,   (5.3) 
is independent of how the basis vectors 0η are chosen and thus is a measure )(uε of how much 
u changes an arbitrary orthonormal basis in 0Ω . Klein showed that 
 2)(uε attains minimum  cuu =⇔        (5.4) 
We shall now see how  (5.1) can be used to derive this result  in a slightly stronger version:  Abbreviat-
ing )( cu+ε to just cε , we have 
 20
2
0
2 4}{Tr2)(}{Tr2 cccc gpPupP εεε −=+≤≤−= ,    (5.5) 
where minimum / maximum is attained iff  cuu = / cu−  .   
Proof:   Evaluate the trace in an orthonormal 0Ω -basis 0η  of eigenfunctions of cp , say =0ηcp  
0ηηcp  where 0>ηcp for all η .  With the orthonormal vectors  0ηη rr =  satisfying =
2
rη  
2
0η 1= we then get   
 0
†
0 )( ηη pp +  )( 00 ηηηηη rrcp +=   )11(
2
0ηηη −−+= rcp      (5.6) 
Hence, with ηη cpΣ }{Tr cp=  , 
   )}(2{Tr †0 ppP +−  )}{2Tr
2
00 ηηηη −Σ+−= rcc ppP    (5.7) 
Minimum / maximum of this quantity is attained iff 00 ηη =r / 0η−  for all  η . That is, iff  
0Pr = / 0P− . The result 
24 cg ε− for the upper limit in (5.5) is found by writing cpP +0  in the lower as 
)(2 00 cpPP −−   Q.E.D.   
   We note that since =cp 0cos Pθ , the lower/upper limit in (5.5 ) can be written as 
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Further elaborations of Klein's theorem of uniqueness 
As derived above, Klein's theorem is a direct consequence of  uPp 0≡ being positive, that is of the 
characteristic property in Jørgensen's theorem.  This intimate relation between the two theorems is not 
clear in the following alternative derivation  which, however, is of its own interest because it is an al-
most immediate generalization of the simple geometric proof given in sec. 3. Furthermore it leads to 
the generalizations of the expressions for the lower/ lower limits found in (3.16) and of the theorem 
(3.19) for cU . We start with a few preparations.  
In section 3, the crucial point in the proof of Klein's theorem is the observation that 1x  in fig. 3.1b is 
uniquely characterized as the unit vector in  Ωwhich is nearest to the unit vector 10x in 0Ω . This re-
sult is generalized as follows.  By definition,  the projection aP  of a given unit vector  a is the vec-
tor in Ωwhich is nearest to a  . The unit vector in Ωwhich is nearest to a is then the unit vector 
along aP . Although this latter observation is almost self evident, it is verified strictly in appendix B. 
It means that if a  is an eigenvector  in 0Ω  of 00PPP , the nearest unit vector in Ω is  
 aUaPPPPaPaPPPa c==
−− 2
1
2
1
)( 0000  ( auc= )    (5.9) 
Similarly, the unit vector in Ω ,which is most distant from a , is aUc− .  And analogously: If a unit 
vector b is an eigenvector in ⊥Ω0 of  00QQQ , then the unit vector in  
⊥Ω , which is nearest to /most 
distant from b , is bUc+ / bUc− .   
Klein's theorem in the form from (5.5) now follows directly from the result in (5.9) . Proof:   Choosing 
the s'0η  in (5.3) as an orthonormal set of eigenvectors for 00PPP  , the term in the sum with 
0ηη u= satisfy 
  000000 )()()( ηηη PuPuPu cc +≤−≤−      (5.10) 
where minimum / maximum is attained iff 00 ηη cuu += / 0ηcu− . Since this is true for each 0η , 
the result aimed at follows.  Q.E.D.   
 To obtain geometric expressions for the lower and the upper limits in (5.5)  we just have to choose the 
orthonormal eigenvectors 0η  in (5.3) explicitly as an orthonormal basis iz0 ; ,..2,1=i , in Ω∩Ω0   
supplemented by the µ0x ; ,..,2,1=µ  from (4.3) . For the first of these we obviously have   
  20 00 ≤−≤ izizu          (5.11) 
where minimum/maximum is attained iff izizu 00 +=  / iz0− . For the second, we can show that 
 2002 cos2sin2
µµ θ
µ
θ
µ µµ ≡≤−≤≡ +− dxxud      (5.12) 
where minimum/maximum is attained iff µµ 00 xuxu c+= / µ0xuc−  . Proof: With µ0xuc  µx= , 
the extreme lengths µd  are found by use of the rearrangement  
2
0µµ xx   µµ 022 xx=  
)cos1(2 µθ= . Q.E.D.   The simple meanings of the lengths µd  are illustrated in fig. 4.1.  One sees 
that 422 =+ +− µµ dd  and  that 
 22 −Σ= µµε dc                 (5.13) 
It is simple to check the agreement with }{Tr2 0 cpP − from (5.8).    
Assume next that the whole Hilbert space is of a finite dimension G . Then 0)( >UE  defined by              
 }1{Tr2)( 20
2
HUUE −=−Σ= ηηη       (5.14) 
measures how much a given ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB changes one orthonormal basis 0η ; G,...,2,1=η , 
when transforming it to another 0ηη U= .  Again this measure is independent of how the  0η -basis 
is chosen.  Letting it be an orthonormal basis iZ0 ; ,..2,1=i , in the space of intersections  
=⊥ω ⊕Ω∩Ω )( 0 )( 0
⊥⊥ Ω∩Ω  supplemented by the basis of the µ0x and µ0y ; ,..2,1=µ , in    ω , 
we get 
 200
2
00
2
00
2)( µµµµ µµ yyUxxUiZiZUUE i −Σ+−Σ+−Σ=  (5.15) 
Here the terms in the first sum are subject to the same condition as in (5.11)  above (with U instead of 
u ),  those in the second  are similarly subject to the condition (5.12) – and it is easily checked that so 
are those in the last sum if we replace  µ0x  in (5.12) with  µ0y . With the same )( cc ue +=ε  as in 
(5.5) we therefore get  
 ==± }1{Tr2)( ,
2
evencc UUE 




− 2
2
24
2
c
c
G ε
ε .      (5.16) 
And corresponding to the result (5.5): For any  ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB we have 
 222 24)(2 cc GUE εε −≤≤           (5.17) 
where the minimum /maximum is attained iff cUU += / cU− . Note that if an orthonormal basis con-
sists of one for 0Ω and one for 
⊥Ω0 then cU always changes these two equally.     
   If the dimension G is infinite, the measure )(UE is not defined for all ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB . In par-
ticular not for cUU −= .  It is, however, still defined for some sU ' - an infinite number of  terms in the 
sum for 2)( cUE  in (5.15) vanish and we are left with 
22 2)( ccUE ε= .  This means that the minimum-
part of the least square characterization survives in the following form:   For all those ∈U  
)( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB for which )(UE exists one has 
 22 )(2 UEc ≤ε           (5.18) 
where the  minimum is attained iff  cUU = .  
    
6:  On previous approaches to Klein's theorem of uniqueness  
As derived first in sec. 5,  Klein's unique least square characteristic of  1−= cc Ppu  is a direct conse-
quence of Jørgensen's:  uPp 0=  is positive.  In this section we look into how it previously has been 
such derived that it appeared as a surprising incident that the two characterized the same transforma-
tion. As we shall see,  our  theory in sec. 5 cuts through quite a few pages of previous theory on this 
theme. We start with an example which shows that while Klein's characteristic has a strong geometric 
appeal,  Jørgensen's is much more easy to use when it comes to reveal that a given  ∈u  
)( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB is identical to cu .      
  A: Jørgensen's theorem applied to Van Vleck's cge  
   Jørgensen [11]  found his theorem from (5.2), without yet being aware of Klein's previous paper [9]. 
He knew that Van Vleck's 0Peu c
g
c =  is identical to cu  through the explicitly determined first orders 
in the perturbation expansions and he formulated some general recurrence relations which,  interlock-
ing the expansions of u  and the effective Hamiltonian HuuA †= , revealed that 0Pe c
g  must be the 
same as cu through all orders. Then he found his theorem in (5.2) which is purely geometric  in the 
sense that it has no reference to the perturbation problem which defines the two spaces in the mapping 
Ω→Ω0:u . It leads to the identity c
g uPe c =0  by the following almost trivial consideration:  Since  
cg is odd and antihermitean,  
  0
4
!4
12
!2
1
0000 ...)1( PggPPePuPp cc
gc +++=== ,     (6.1) 
is hermitean – and because of continuity ( 0Ppc → as 0→λ in VHH λ+= 0 ) it is also positive.   
Similarly one sees that the even part of cge is positive.  Hence, by Jørgensen's theorem in the form 
from (2.10a) , we have 
 2
1
2
1
)()( 0000
−−
+== QQQQPPPPUe c
gc .       (6.2) 
Pedantic note: When Jørgensen first pointed this out, he ought to have shown that ⊥Ω0 and 
⊥Ω  are 
non-orthogonal iff  0Ω and Ω are so.  In the present paper this latter result is pointed out in the begin-
ning of sec.2.    
B: Klein's original proof of suc '  unique minimal-effect 
Klein [9] wants to locate the minimum of 2ε from (5.3) when the s'0η  vary in 0Ω while the s'η  are 
kept fixed as the orthonormal eigenvectors cη of the exact Hamiltonian  H  in Ω .  Writing these as  
 0ccc u ηη =   ;  
1−= cc Ppu  ,       (6.3) 
where the sc '0η  are the eigenvectors in 0Ω  of the  canonical effective Hamiltonian,  he splits 
2ε  in a 
sum of two , 
 20
2
0
2 0 cc Q ηηηε ηη Σ+−Σ=
22
ba εε +≡ ,       (6.4)  
where the vectors cc P ηη 00 ≡  form a non-ortonormal basis 0Ω  and where 
2
bε  is independent of the 
variable s'0η .  From a theorem due to Carlson and Keller [14],  Klein  knows that 
2
aε  attains its 
unique minimum when the s'0η  are those obtained by applying Løwdin's symmetric orthonormaliza-
tion method [15,16] to the  cη0 .  He then takes it for granted (see the text to his eqn. (II.B.2)) that 
Løwdin's method gives the vectors   
   ccccccc uPppPPP ηηηη
†11
00 0)( 2
1
=== −−
−
,     (6.5) 
which we recognize as the orthonormal eigenvectors of the canonical effective Hamiltonian 
ccc HuuA
†= .  This is correct, but some extra arguments are needed to make sure that (6.5) actually  
represents a use of Löwdin's method. Reformulating this method as shown in appendix E, it can be seen 
simply by noting that B  from (E2) in the present case can be written as   
 000'0 )(00 PPPPPB cccc =Σ=Σ= ηηηη ηη        (6.6) 
In this way Klein has proven his theorem of uniqueness:  2aε  (and thereby 
2ε ) in (6.4) attains mini-
mum iff  0η equals 0cη from (6.3) for all η .  Here we can add the stronger result that 
 }){(Tr)()(}){(Tr 20
2222
0 cbac pPuupP +≤−=≤− εεε     (6.7) 
where minimum / maximum is attained iff  cuu += / cu− .  The limits follow directly from (6.4) by 
insertion of 
 }{Tr})1({Tr 200
†
0
2
cccccb pPuPuQ −=−=Σ= ηηε η .    (6.8) 
C: Comments on Klein's original approach 
    Instead of measuring the difference between the two orthonormal sets by 2ε , Klein actually meas-
ures their similarity defined as 211 εξ −−≡ g  (which equals 1 (=100%)  iff ηη =0 for all 
g,...,2,1=η ). He can then assert that the canonical effective Hamiltonian is uniquely determined as the 
one whose eigenvectors bear maximum similarity to those of the real H. That is of course why the 
characteristic is so appealing – but mathematically, the formulation conceals the fact that )(uε is inde-
pendent of the 0Ω -basis which  u transforms to a basis Ω . It only depends on the transformation itself.  
This observation is crucial for the calculations in the present paper.   
    Klein attempted to show that Van Vleck's 0Peu c
g
c =  equals the canonical 
1−= cc Ppu by proving 
that 2aε in (6.4) attains minimum when the variable 0η equals c
g
c ce ηη
−≡0  for all η .  Unfortu-
nately, as pointed out later by Jørgensen [17],  his proof failed on some rather treacherous details.  
However,  the minimal-effect could instead be verified in two steps by first using Jørgensen's theorem 
in (5.2) to show that cu is the same as cu . To quote Brandow [12 p. 220-221]:  " This Hermiticity con-
dition (together with the positive definiteness) is undoubtedly the most general and straightforward way 
to formulate the desired minimal effect".  Brandow could, however,  still have good reasons for not just 
forgetting about  a verification by use of Klein's original direct approach.  See the next subsection.  
D: Brandow's correction of Klein's variation calculation 
 Klein's original approach to his unique characteristic of cu did not –as our proof of  (5.5) in the previ-
ous section - reveal that it is a direct consequence of Jørgensen's  uPp 0= being positive.  Furthermore, 
Kleins proof was built on non-trivial theory developed in other contexts, first by Löwdin [15,16]  and 
then by Carlson and Keller [14]. This is probably a reason why Brandow [12] found it desirable to cir-
cumvent these layers of earlier theory in a fairly elaborate appendix reserved a correct version of 
Klein's direct variation calculation.  Starting as  in (6.4) above, Brandow wrote the  variable 0η  as 
c
Fe η−  where †FF −= is variable  and he then proved  that   
   
2
00
2 )( c
gF
a cePe ηε η −Σ=
−        (6.9) 
attains minimum if c
Fe ηη −=0 equals c
g
c ce ηη
−≡0  for all η . His calculations can be substan-
tially abbreviated by first rewriting to  
  20
2 )( cca pY ηε η −Σ=  
       )}2(){(Tr)}({Tr †20
†2
0 −+−−=+−+= YYppPYYppP cccc    (6.10) 
where cgFeeY −= and where 00 PePp c
g
c = is positive (by the same argument as in (6.1) above) . When 
F varies around cg , Y  varies around unity and can therefore be written as  YY δ+=1  where the in-
finitesimal part Yδ is antihermitean.  Hence 2† −+YY  in (6.10) vanishes for small variations 
FgF c δ+=  and  
2
aε is therefore stationary at cgF = .  Brandow reaches this conclusion after a proce-
dure which  amount to finding Yδ explicitly in terms of Fδ  by use of some not quite simple Hause-
dorff-expansions of the exponentials.   
    Brandow ends by concluding that  2aε as a function of F has  a stationary point at cgF =  which, he 
argues, , must be the unique global minimum for reasons of continuity.  We make the pedantic note that 
it is 0Peu
F=  which is uniquely determined at minimum –thus 0Pe
F equals 0Pe c
g for any of the many 
antihermitean F  for which solves 00 UQPee c
gF +=  where ∈U )( 0 Ω→ΩUNIB .   
A formulation in terms of a norm for operators 
  We end this review-like section by a formulation of Klein's characteristic given by Jørgensen [18]. 
The proof is simplified and the approach is used for two further characteristics of the canonical  cu .     
When the space 0Ω is of finite dimension,  the set of all operators of the form 0vPv =   can be consid-
ered as a space of vectors with inner product and norm defined by [19 p. 132]  
        }{Tr),( 2
†
121 vvvv =      and        }{Tr),())((
†2 vvvvv ==  .    (6.11) 
Doing so, it can be shown (see below) that for any )( 0 Ω→Ω∈ uniu B , 
 }{Tr2))((}{Tr2 0
2
00 cc pPPupP +≤−≤− ,      (6.12a) 
 }){(Tr))((}){(Tr 210
221
0
−− +≤−≤− cc pPupP U ,     (6.12b) 
 }){(Tr))((}){(Tr 20
2
0
2
0 cc pPPPupP +≤−≤− ,     (6.12c) 
where, in all three cases, minimum / maximum is attained iff cuu = / cu− .   
   Note how the minimum-results can be formulated in an intuitively descriptive way. The second, for 
instance,  asserts that the canonical cu  is the  ∈u  )( 0 Ω→ΩuniB which comes nearest to Bloch's U . 
Note also that 20))(( Pu − in the (6.12a) equals 
2)(uε from  (5.3).  Hence the first result is the same as  
Klein's result in the form from (5.5).  
    We shall now see that all three results (6.12)  follow almost directly from the following well known 
rule, fundamental for any Hilbert space of vectors ,..., yx , with inner product ),( yx  and norm  
=2x ),( xx :  If 22 yx = then  
  22 2),(),(),Re(22 xxyyxyxx ≤+=≤−      (6.13) 
where minimum / maximum is attained iff   x equals y / y− .  
Proof :  With )(Tr)(Tr))(( 0
†2 Puuu == ,  =2))((U  }{Tr 2−cp and =20))((PP }{Tr 2cp  we get  
 ),Re(2}{Tr))(( 000
2
0 uPPPPu −+=− ,      (6.14a) 
 ),Re(2}{Tr))(( 20
2 upPu c UU −+=− − ,      (6.14b) 
 ),Re(2}{Tr))(( 0
2
0
2
0 uPPpPPPu c −+=− ,      (6.14c) 
where  rPpruu cc
1−==  as in (5.1).   In (6.14a) , ),( 0 uP equals =)(Tr 0uP =}{Tr rpc ),( yx where 
2
1
cpx =  and xry = satisfy }{Tr
22
cpyx == . The rule (6.13) then asserts that  ),Re(2 0 uP− attains 
minimum }2{Tr cp−  / maximum }2{Tr cp+  iff   0Pr = / 0P− . This is the result aimed at. The remaining 
results are shown similarly by writing }{(Tr),( 12 rPpPpu cc
−− ⋅=U   as  }{Tr 2
1
2
1
rpp cc
−−
⋅  and =),( 0 uPP  
}{(Tr 10 rPpPP c
−⋅ as }{Tr 2
1
2
1
rpp cc ⋅ . Q.E.D. 
A:  Some definitions and lemmas 
 
   Obviously the arbitrary operator B can be decomposed into the sum AH BB +  of its hermitean and its 
anti-hermitean part , 
 )( †2
1 BBBH +=   and    )(
†
2
1 BBBA −= .      (A1) 
By definition [20 p. 313, 21 p. 257] an operator B is positive if aBa  is a non-negative real number 
for any non-zero vector a . A positive operator is thus same as a hermitean operator with no negative 
eigenvalues.  Any operator of the form BB†  or †BB  is positive.  If B is positive, the equation 
BX =2 has one, and only one, positive solution X , namely 2
1
BX = . To distinguish this from other 
solutions, it is sometimes called the positive square root.   
  In the mathematical literature, an even operator  (defined as in (1.7) ) is said to be reduced by the sub-
space 0Ω  [22 p. 275, 23 p. 571, 24 p. 146].  One sees that B is reduced by 0Ω  iff aB and aB
†  both 
belong to 0Ω when a  does so.    One can of course define the properties even and odd relative to any 
given subspace in the Hilbert space.  In the present paper, unless something else is asserted explicitly, 
the designation always refers to the subspace 0Ω . The operator 000 QPR −= from (1.8) is called the 
reflection in 0Ω  because it leaves vectors in 0Ω unchanged while it changes the sign of vectors or-
thogonal to 0Ω . One can of course define a reflection operator  relative to any given subspace in the 
Hilbert space.  Thus QPR −=  is the reflection in Ω . One sees that an operator B is a reflection iff  it 
is unitary as well as hermitean. We disregard the extreme cases 1=B and 1−=B .  
  Let now ωP  be the projector on a certain subspace  ω  and let 4c denote an  antihermitean operator 
which is unitary within ω  (i.e.,  ωPcccc == 4
†
4
†
44  ) and fulfils ωω PcPcc 4
†
44 =−=   so that   
 4
1
4 cc =  ,  ωPc −=
2
4 , 4
3
4 cc −= , ωPc =
4
4 ,  4
5
4 cc = , .... ,    (A2) 
We call such an operator  a quarter turn  within ω  . The  index "4" is used to remind us that the opera-
tors  ),,,( 34
2
44 cccPω  form a representation of the group 4C . Note  that    
 4c is a quarter turn within ω  4ic⇔ is a reflection within ω ,   (A3) 
The latter assertion means that 4ic can be written as qp − where p and q are orthogonal projection 
operators satisfying ωPqp =+ .   
   The results (A2)  reminds us of  the results ii =1 , 12 −=i , ii −=3 , 14 =i ,.. for the imaginary unit,  
used to verify the identity  ϕϕϕ sincos iei += by expansion of the functions of the angle ϕ .   With 
4c instead of  ""i  in the expansion of the exponential, use of (A2) gives    
 ...)(...)(1 !34!4!2
342
4 +−+−+−+= ϕω
ϕϕϕ ϕcPec      (A4) 
which, with     ωω PQ −= 1  , can be written as in  
 



+
++
=≡ ϕ
ωω
ωωϕ ϕϕϕ
4
4
)sin(cos
)( 4c
c
ePQ
cPQ
eD       (A5) 
Since 4c is antihermitean, )(ϕD is unitary . We note that it represents the rotation )(ϕC of angle ϕ  in 
the group ∞C .  In a more loose sense we can think of the orthonormal complement  
⊥ω , which is left 
invariant by )(ϕD , as the axis for that rotation. And we can think of the reflection ωωω QPR −=  as 
representing the reflection hσ in the group hC∞ .  
 
B:  Non-orthogonal subspaces 
  Bloch [7] assumed from a start that the zeroth order eigenspace 0Ω  and the space Ω of the perturbed 
eigenfunctions are of the same finite dimension g.  Defining that Ω is non-orthogonal to 0Ω if no vec-
tor in Ω is orthogonal to all vectors in 0Ω , he found that this definition is symmetric in the sense that 
Ω is non-orthogonal to 0Ω iff 0Ω is non-orthogonal to Ω . In the present paper we start directly with 
the symmetric definition: Unless something else is stated explicitly, Ω and 0Ω are assumed to be non-
orthogonal in the sense that  no vector in one of the spaces is orthogonal to all vectors in the other. 
This definition implies that =Ω0dim  Ωdim . So, if this dimension is finite, the two ways of starting 
are equivalent.  However, a simple example shows that this is not so in general:   Assume that  0Ω is 
spanned by some orthonormal vectors  1 , ,2 ...,3  and Ω by the subset 2 , ,4 ...,6  .  Then no 
vector in Ω is orthogonal to all vectors in 0Ω . But since each of the vectors  1 , ...,3 in 0Ω is or-
thogonal to all vectors in Ω , the two subspaces are not non-orthogonal by the symmetric  definition 
we now use.     
   For any given unit vector 00 Ω∈e , the projection 0eP  is non-zero and it is the unique vec-
tor  in Ω  which is nearest to 0e . The nearest unit vector in Ω is 
000000
1
0 2
1
ePePPPeePePen
−− =≡         (B1) 
(index n for "nearest").   This intuitively rather obvious assertion can be verified strictly by proving the 
following more carefully stated result:  Let 'e be an arbitrary unit vector in Ω . Then  
 20
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0 '' eeeQePeeeee nn +≤+−=−≤−   (B2) 
where the minimum /maximum  is given by 
 2
1
0000
2
0 22
+= ePPPeeen      ( 02 eP= )    (B3) 
  and is attained iff  nee +=' / ne− . 
Proof: The sign of equality at the centre of (B2) is verified by writing 0' ee −  as )( 0eeP n −  
0eQ− . The term 
2
0' ePe − attains minimum / maximum when 'e  points along 0eP+ / 
0eP− .  The extreme-values in (B3) follow directly from =0een  =nee0  
2
1
0000
−ePeePe  2
1
00
+= ePe  Q.E.D.  
Lemma: With 2
1
)( 00
−= PPPPuc from (2.8), ne  equals 0eue cc ≡  if and only if 0e is an eigenvec-
tor of 00PPP .   
    Proof: Since the spaces 0Ω and Ω are non-orthogonal, the difference  
 0δδ Pee nc =−= ;  000000000 2
1
2
1
)( eePPPeePPP −
−
−=δ ,  (B4) 
vanishes iff 00 =δ . Q.E.D. 
 
C:  Normal operators and polar decomposition      
 
   Any given operator B has a unique decomposition AH BBB +=  into the sum of  a hermitean part  
2/)( †BBBH += and an antihermitean part 2/)(
†BBBA −= . If  
   0],[ =AH BB ( 0],[
† =⇔ BB ),        (C1) 
the operator B is called normal [20 p. 298, 22 p. 269, 24 p. 98]. Thus, if B is hermitean, antihermitean 
or unitary, it is also normal. A normal operator B has a unique spectral resolution  
 ααα pzB Σ=    ;  ααα iyxz += ,        (C2) 
where αx and αy are the real eigenvalues of the commuting hermitean operators HB and AiB− , 
where βαβα zz ≠⇔≠  and where ;αp ,...2,1=α , are the projectors  on orthogonal subspaces 
;αω ,...2,1=α , such that 1=Σ αα p .  For given complex function )(zf of the complex number z one 
defines the function  
 ααα pzfBf )()( Σ=          (C3) 
of the normal operator B  from (C2).  Thus )(Bf commutes with B and is normal. Note: If αz is zero 
for a certain α in the sum (C2), the term αα pzf )(  can only be excluded from the sum (C3) if 
0)0( =f .    A special function is  
  ααα pzB
rr Σ= ;  2
1
)( 22 ααα yxz +=    ,      (C4) 
defined for any positive real number r. In particular,  
 22††2 AH BBBBBBB +===        (C5)  
( 22 AH BB −= ) .  If B has an inverse, so has B  and (C4) holds for all real r. The inverse can be written 
either as †2 BB − or as 2† −BB and since these two are identical we can abbreviate to just   
 22
†1
B
BB
B
B AHB −− ==    ( ααα pz
1−Σ= ;  2
*1
α
α
α
z
zz =− ).        (C6) 
With the same abbreviated notation, the invertible normal operator B  can be given by its so-called  
polar decomposition [20 p. 315, 24 p. 242], 
 BUUBB ==   where 
B
BU =  αα
α
α p
z
zΣ=      (C7) 
is seen to be unitary ( satisfying 1†† == UUUU ). There are no other ways whereby the invertible 
normal B can be written as a product  of unitary and a positive operator. Proof:  If REUB = where 
R is positive and E  unitary then RREEBUUB †† = 22 RB =⇔ RB =⇔ . Similarly if ERBU = . 
Q.E.D.  For the operators in the polar decomposition (C7) we see that 
 if  HBB =  then   
†UU =  ,   i.e.  U  is a reflection ,      
 if  ABB =   then  
†UU −= ,   i.e.  U is a quarter turn,    (C8) 
(the latter defined as in (A2)). As already mentioned, a unitary operator U  is always normal. Writing it 
as in (C2) with  =αz  αα iyx +   α
χie=   we get 
 χχχ sincos ieU i +==  where  αααχχ pΣ= .      (C9) 
Each angle αχ is uniquely determined by U  except for a trivial multiple of π2 .  To make the value 
unique, we demand that πχπ α ≤<− .  With 
 )( 002 RpRpodd αα
χ
α
αχ −Σ=  and  )( 002 RpRpeven αα
χ
α
αχ +Σ=    (C10) 
we see that 0=evenχ  if and only if each 00 RpR α  equals a certain αp  of the projectors ,.., 21 pp , 
characterized by  αα χχ −=p .  We now use these results to understand the warning at the end of sec. 3.  
  In the simple 3-dimensional case considered there we introduce the two orthonormal vectors in ω  
defined by  
 )11(21 000 2
1
yix 
−
=±    (




−−+=
−++=
⇔
−
−
)11(21
)11(21
000
000
2
1
2
1
iy
x
)   (C11) 
and ±±=± 004 11 ic .   With ±=± 010 11 θθ  they only differ from 
 ±=±=≡± ±
−
00 11)11(21 142
1
θθ ic eeyix       (C12) 
by a phase factor.  Because of the imaginary unit, they cannot be drawn in fig. 3.1. However, with 
=− 4ic −−−++ 0000 1111  we see that the unique solution to 
θ4cc eU =  
χie= is
 −−−+++⋅=−= 0100104 11110 θθθχ ωQicc      (C13) 
with the eigenvalues 0 , 1θ− and 1θ+ . We also see that θ equals  cχ  and that the complete solution is 
obtained from cχ by adding  
 −−++++⋅=∆ −+ 00000 1111(2 nnQn ωπχ )   
        ωω πππ QnPnnnnc ⋅+++−= −+−+ 04 2)()(       (C14) 
where 0n , +n and −n are arbitrary integers. Since ωP and ωQ  are even, χ∆ is odd iff 00 =n  and 
−+ −= nn .  Note also that  )( χχ ∆+ci  can be odd without being identical to the canonical cc ig χ= .  
 
D:  Properties of the operator S defined by two arbitrary subspaces  
     Let P and 0P project on certain arbitrarily chosen , not necessarily non-orthogonal, subspaces  
Ω and 0Ω   so that PQ −= 1 and 00 1 PQ −=  project on their orthogonal complements. And let even 
and odd relative to 0Ω be defined as in (1.7). Then the operator 00 QQPPS +=  is normal,  i.e.  
  QQQPPPSS 00
† +=  equals 0000
† QQQPPPSS +=  .   (D1)  
Proof: Using such results as 00QQP 00 )1( QPP −= 00PQP−= , we first show that 
†SS is even:   
0
†
0 PSSQ  vanishes because so does the adjoint  0
†
0 QSSP 000 PQPPP= 000 QQQQP+  where the second 
term can be written as  000 QQPQP− 000 QQPPP+= 000 PQPPP−=  . The proof is therefore completed 
if we can show that 000
†
0 PPPPSSP =  and  000
†
0 QQQQSSQ = . The first of these identities follows by 
writing the second term in 000000 QPQQPPPPPP +  as   000 )1( PPPPP − . The second identity follows 
analogously. Q.E.D.  
    Appendix C collects some properties of normal operators.   Since the operators S , 0P , 0Q , P and Q  
all commute with   
 evenAH SSSSSSSS =+===
22††2       (D2) 
they also all commute with the positive square root S . Straightforward rearrangements lead to the 
identities    
 



−
−
==
QQQQ
PPPP
SS oddA
00
00    and      



+
+
==
QQPP
QQPP
SS evenH
00
00 .   (D3) 
so that , by (D1),    
 0],[2],[2],[ † === oddevenAH SSSSSS .      (D4)  
We note that an interchange 0Ω↔Ω  of the defining spaces amounts to ),(),( 00 QPQP ↔ which re-
places S  with †S , leaves evenH SS = invariant and  changes the sign of  oddA SS = .  
    Insertion of 2SSS evenH ==  and oddA SS =  in (D2) gives  
 2
1
)1( 2SSSodd −⋅=           (D5) 
Since this operator cannot have a negative eigenvalue , the arbitrary eigenvalue µs ; ,...2,1=µ , of 
S must be in the interval  ]1,0[  . Since one and only one angle ],0[ 2
π
µθ ∈  solves µµθ s=cos ,  the 
identity  
 S=θcos    ( 2
1
2
1
)1()cos1(sin 22 S−=−=⇔ θθ  )     (D6) 
uniquely defines a positive  operator θ  with these eigenvalues µθ .  By (D5) the defining equation can 
also be written as  
 θθθ 2sinsincos 2
1==oddS         (D7) 
As a function of S  , θ  commutes with all operators which commute with  S . Thus θ  commutes with 
S , Heven SS = , Aodd SS = , 0P and P .  
E: The Carlson-Keller theorem for Löwdin's symmetric orthonormalization 
Let 0P be the projector on  a subspace 0Ω  spanned by a set 0α ; g,...,1=α , of linearly independent 
vectors,  let   α ; g,...,1=α , be a set of orthonormal vectors, (not necessarily in 0Ω  ) . How should 
the latter be defined in terms of the former to give the smallest  possible value of
 20
2 ααε α −Σ≡          (E1) 
To answer this question we first note that in the non-orthonormal basis of the s'0α , the operator 
 00 αααΣ=B          (E2) 
is represented by the Gram matrix 00 αββα =G  - because, as one sees directly 
 βαβ βα GB 00 Σ=          (E3) 
for all α  . Considered as an operator on 0Ω , B  is invertible and positive ( because 0>xBx  for any 
non-zero 0Ω∈x ),  and we can therefore  define a positive operator 
rB on 0Ω  for any real value of r . 
Since this is represented by the positive matrix rGβα  , the vectors  
  2
1
2
1
00
−− Σ== βαβ βαα GBs ,      (E4) 
easily checked to be orthonormal, are (as also pointed out in [13 p. 401]) identical to those resulting 
from Löwdin's method.  In terms of these one has  
 0
2
0
2
0 αααααα αα +≤−Σ≤−Σ ss      (E5) 
where minimum/maximum is attained iff =α sα+ / sα−  for all α .  
Proof:   Introducing the operator su αααΣ=  one has 
                  
2
2 )( 2
1
sBu αε α
−−Σ=    )})({(Tr 2
1
2
1† −− −−= BuBu     (E6)  
Since the trace is independent of the basis used for its evaluation, we can replace the s'sα with an 
orthonormal set of eigenvectors Bα for B  so that we get  
  22 BB cu ααε αα −Σ=  where  0>αc  for all α .   (E7) 
Here the vector difference  BB cu αα α− attains its minimal length iff the two vectors point in the 
same direction. That is, iff =Bu α Bα . Since this is true for each α , 
2ε attains minimum if, and 
only if 0Pu = ; that is if, and only if   sαα = for all α . With the analogue result for maximal length 
of BB cu αα α− , the result aimed at follows. Q.E.D.   
 
F:   How much does cu  change the arbitrarily chosen vector in 0Ω   
   Klein's least square characterization only works when the dimension g  of 0Ω is finite. We do, 
however, still expect that cu  gives a rather small difference =∆η 00 ηη −cu for any 00 Ω∈η  .  
The following considerations, valid also for ∞=g , substantiate that expectation.  We ask: How much 
does the transformed Ω∈= 0eue cc of an arbitrarily chosen unit vector  00 Ω∈e  deviate from the 
unique unit vector Ω∈ne  which is nearest to 0e (index n for "nearest"). As shown in appendix B,  
ne is the unit vector which points along 0eP  (identical to 0euc iff  0e is an eigenvector of 
00PPP  ).  We shall now make it explicit that length δ  of =δ  cn ee −  is small even when com-
pared to the length ∆ of =∆  0een − .    
    Simple rearrangements give  
 2
1
0000
2 22 +−=∆∆=∆ ePPPe  ,       
 000000000000
2 2
1
2
1
)(22 ePPPeePPPePPP −−== δδδ .   (F1) 
For evaluation of these quantities, introduce the mean value 00 eBeB ≡ of the arbitrary operator B, 
note such results as =00PPP θ
2cos   and use familiar  expansions like 2!2
11cos xx −=  ..4!4
1 −+ x     
and  ...)1(1)1( 2!2
1 +−++=+ xnnnxx n  .  To keep track of the orders in the expansions we replace 
θ with λθ  where ]1,0[∈λ  is an interpolation parameter so that the actual cu can be considered as the 
limit 1→λ of   )()( λθλ Duc = . Straightforward calculation then gives   
               ...cos1 422
2
2
22
1
2
++><=−=
+∆ λθλθ λ ,  
   λθλθδ coscos1 2
1
22
2
+
−= ...)( 62248
4
++><−><= λθθλ ,     (F2) 
One sees that 0=∆   0=⇔δ  1cos =⇔ λθ 0=⇔ θ  Ω∩Ω∈⇔ 00e  .  In all other cases,         
 ...)( 424 2
42
2
2
λθ
θ
θλδ +><−=
><
><
∆
        (F3)   
  Thus δ  vanishes so fast for 0→λ that 
∆
δ  vanishes even though ∆ also does so.  
For an illustration of this result consider the 3-dimensional case from sec. 3 with the specific example 
=0e  )11(2 002
1
xz +
−
.  With 1=λ , 011 00 =zz θ , 1)0cos( =  and 100 11 θθ =xx  one finds  
 2
cos1 1cos θθ += ,  2
1
1
2
2
1
)(cos 2
cos12 θθ += and  2
1
nn θθ =   .   (F4) 
Expanding 2∆ and 2δ  through 21θ and
4
1θ , the formulas (F2) give  
 ...)(1 214
1
2
cos1
2
2
1
1
22
+=−= +∆ θθ   , 
 ...)(1 4132
1
2
cos1
2
cos12
2
12
1
1
2
+=−= +
−+ θθθδ . and  ...8
2
1
2
2
+=
∆
θδ    (F5) 
Here the exact expressions are easily checked by elementary 3-dimensional geometry (with =ce  
)11(2 2
1
xz +−  and )cos11(2 10 2
1
θxzeP +=
−
). The approximate expressions are checked subse-
quently by expansion ( ...1cos 21!2
1
1 +−= θθ ).  With 1θ as large as 121
πθ =   one finds   
1838.0=∆ %7.0/−  ,  0173.0=δ %1.1/   and   0943.0=
∆
δ %8.1/  where the percentages indicate the 
errors going with use of the approximate formulas.      
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